
Enhanced CX Increases Revenue 
for UK Based Insurer

A leading UK based insurance provider specializing in automobile and various home lines of business.

THE CUSTOMER

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Customer experiences were taken for granted with the use of a traditional broker channel portal. This obstructed their 
business growth from both technical and revenue perspectives. The insurer needed a single, scalable and integrated 
portal solution that could meet the demands of a digital customer.

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES CUSTOMER CHALLENGES

• Existing portal was not device agnostic • Complicated customer service; self-service  
capability was nil

• Maintaining multiple interfaces with various 
stakeholders viz., agents, customers proved complex

•	 Transparent	comparison	of	financial	products	 
was not available confusing customer’s decision 
making process

• Lack of rich user experiences • Losing control over customer relationships

• Time-consuming paperwork • Lack of brand consistency across channels



In the grip of digital revolution, the rapid rise of mobility 
based technology has led insurers to engage with 
customers directly. Insurers today are driven to reassess 
their capabilities to build new engagement models and 
better customer experiences.

This Insurer had a legacy system to handle end to  
end business operations. With on growing customer 
demands and challenges, Aspire Systems sought to 
reinvent their existing portal into being user friendly. This 
strategic partnership was inked based on Aspire’s portal 
creation expertise with edgeConnect 5.3.16 – a user 
experience platform.

THE SOLUTION

TECHNOLOGY STACK
EdgeConnect 5.3.16, Tomcat, 
HTML5.0, CSS3.0, jQuery,  
Web Sphere 8.5.5, JDK 1.7

After a detailed review of their existing systems and demands, a high-end user interface that handles core customer 
journeys was developed.

KEY FEATURES OF JOURNEY BASED IMPLEMENTATION
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TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES
 Built various components for reusability

	 Defined	themes	for	user	interface	customization

 Improved user experience with high-end user interface - compatible with all devices

 Used widgets & custom java rules to achieve complex business requirements

	 Customized	workflows	based	on	the	user	portfolio

 Integration with WorldPay for payment transactions, Thunderhead for mail interactions, FileNet for document 
management	and	analytic	tools	like	Adobe	and	Google

	 Interaction	with	backend	architecture	platforms	for	data	communication

 Developed a single platform to manage and monitor aggregators and users 

THE BENEFITS
BUSINESS BENEFITS CUSTOMER BENEFITS

• Faster customer on-boarding • Improved quality of interaction with customers

•	 Increased	operational	efficiency	among	stakeholders	
via single and scalable platform •	 Significant	drops	in	unsatisfied	customers

• Enabled value-added services by introducing B2B 
portals to partners; Generated new streams of revenue

• Provides consistent brand experiences across 
channels and touchpoints

• Reduced time to market by developing re-usable 
components; quick to build and deploy multiple 
versions of the product

• Created unique customer experiences with consistent 
flow of information
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Aspire Systems is a global technology service firm serving as a trusted technology partner for its customers.  
The company works with some of the world’s most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors,  
helping them leverage technology and outsourcing in Aspire’s specific areas of expertise. Aspire System’s services 
include Product Engineering, Enterprise Solutions, Independent Testing Services, Oracle Application Services and  
IT infrastructure & Application Support Services. The company currently has over 1,400 employees and over  
100 customers globally. The company has a growing presence in the US, UK, Middle East and Europe. For the sixth 
time in a row, Aspire has been selected as one of India’s “Best Companies to Work For” by the the Great Place to Work® 
Institute, in partnership with The Economic Times.


